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Abstract

Lithium niobate (LiNbO3) and KTiOPO4 (KTP) are ferroelectric crystals of
considerable interest in different fields of optics and optoelectronics. Due
to its large values of the nonlinear optical, electro-optic (EO), piezoelectric
and acousto-optical coefficients, LiNbO3 is widely used for laser frequency
conversion using the quasiphase matching (QPM) approach where the sign of
nonlinearity has been periodically modulated by electric field poling (EFP). In
the microwave and telecommunication field LiNbO3 is used for surface acoustic
devices and integrated optical modulators. KTP and its isomorphs, on the
other hand, exhibit slightly lower nonlinear coefficients but have much higher
photorefractive damage thresholds, so that it is mainly used in the fabrication
of QPM devices for both UV, IR and visible light generation and in high power
applications.

This thesis focus on different key issues: (1) accurate characterization of
specific optical properties of LiNbO3, which are of interest in nonlinear and
EO applications; (2) in-situ visualization and characterization of domain
reversal by EFP in LiNbO3 and KTP crystals for a through understanding
of the ferroelectric domain switching; (3) fabrication of periodic surface
structures at sub-micron scale in LiNbO for photonic applications. An
interferometric method is used for accurate measurement of ordinary and
extraordinary refractive indices in uniaxial crystals, which is of great interest in
the proper design of QPM crystals. A digital holography (DH) based method is
presented here for 2D characterization of the EO properties of LiNbO , which
is considerably interesting in the applications where the proper design of the
EO device requires a spatially resolved information about the EO behaviour
and the existing pointwise techniques are not sufficient. A DH method for novel
in-situ monitoring of domain reversal by EFP in both LiNbO3 and KTP, is also
presented here. The technqiue could be used as a tool for high fidelity periodic
domain engineering but also provides information about domain kinetics,
internal field and crystals defects. 3 3 3 Finally this thesis presents novel
results concerning nanoscale periodic surface structuring of congruent LiNbO3.
Holographic lithography (HL) is used for sub-micron period resist patterning
and electric overpoling for surface domain reversal. Surface structures are
obtained by selective etching. Moiré effect is also used in the HL to fabricate
complicated structures with multiple periods. The depth compatibility with
waveguide implementation allows foreseeing possible applications of these
structures for Bragg gratings or innovative photonic crystal devices, exploiting
the additional nonlinear and EO properties typical of LiNbO3.
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